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It's not a question of whether I love you
It's not a question of do we care
It's just the outside is cold as the inside
And I've gotten numb, I've gotten numb, I've gotten
numb in here

The only time that I start crying is
When I'm laughing so hard I shake
And then the tears, well, they start streaming
Just cracks in the ice, cracks in the ice,
But when's the ice gonna break

Cause we could say nothing to each other
We could walk away strangers after a year of being
lovers
But what we say or do, we know there's more to me and
you

Was in the wintertime, when we dreamt of yours and
mine
And we made a nest out in the sticks
By fall the wind had blown and we knew you'd leave
alone
But I couldn't wait for your return, I couldn't let home
fires burn

And we could say nothing to each other
We could walk away strangers after a year of being
lovers
But what we say or do, we know there's more to me and
you

And I tried to leave those ashes there
But the coals they follow me everywhere
And the spark won't die, it's too deep inside to find
Oh, but please, don't be my torch to bear

It's not a question of whether I love you
It's not a question of do we care
But if our signal's strong enough for us to do some
growing up
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And meet down the road and let this thing take hold
Well, that's just not ours to know,
It's just not ours to know, it's just not ours to know
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